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RÉSUMÉ. Le formalisme des Graphes contextuels permet de représenter la réalisation d’une tâche par un acteur.
L’objectif est de fournir aux décideurs un panorama clair des différentes pratiques pour réaliser une tâche, et ainsi
pouvoir choisir la meilleure pratique dans le contexte rencontré. Le formalisme des Graphes Contextuels a été utilisé
avec succès dans de nombreux domaines tels que la médecine, la biologie, et les transports. Dans ce papier, nous
proposons une extension du formalisme pour modéliser des activités collaboratives, et illustrer les extensions apportées
dans une application de taille réelle pour l’Armée (projet TACTIC). Les extensions portent sur (1) l’introduction de
paramètres de simulation pour manager les interactions entre acteurs, (2) une notion de tour pour modéliser une
traversée du méta-graphe contextuel (le modèle de l’activité du groupe), (3) un mécanisme de gestion des tours entre les
membres du groupe pour manager l’utilisation cyclique du méta-graphe contextuel, et (4) un simulateur basé sur les
graphes contextuels pour étudier les interactions entre les acteurs. Une réelle compréhension d’une activité collaborative
ne se limite pas à aider le décideur, mais à fournir aussi des outils pour construire des applications opérationnelles.
ABSTRACT. The Contextual-Graph (CxG) formalism allows the representation of a task realization by an actor. The
objective is to provide decision makers with a clear panorama of the different ways to realize a task (i.e. the practices),
and thus of the implications of choosing one alternative or another. The Contextual-Graph formalism has been
successfully used in many fields, such as medicine, biology, and transportation. In this paper, we extend the formalism to
modeling group activity, and illustrate its extensions on a real-world application called the TACTIC project. The extensions
concern the introduction of (1) simulation parameters for managing the interactions among the actors, (2) the notion of
turn for representing a traversal of the contextual meta-graph (the model of the group activity), (3) a turn mechanism for
incorporating the cyclic use of the contextual meta-graph, and (4) a CxG-based simulator for studying interaction among
group members. A real understanding of group activity does not just help decision makers, but also provides real
requirements for building successful applications.
MOTS-CLÉS. Activité de groupe, activité collaborative, modèle d’interaction entre acteurs, réalisation d’une tâche,
contexte, Graphes Contextuels (CxG), simulation basée sur les graphes contextuels, mécanisme de management de
tours entre les acteurs.
KEYWORDS. Group activity, collaborative activity, actor-interaction model, task realization, context, contextual graphs
(CxG) formalism, CxG-based simulation, turn-management mechanism.

1. Introduction

The notions of team and group often are commonly used interchangeably to refer to a set of people
who are concerned with a given mission. However, such notions differ on their characteristics and
purposes. Generally, an organization’s structure relies on the notion of team. A team is a group of
employees in a company making a collective effort in the interest of a common cause [39]. Team
members are selected according to their characteristics and skills in order to accomplish the mission.
Before team members start working together, the leader learns about the team members, identifies their
competences and skills, and is able to design a precise work plan. Once this process is completed, the
team leader is responsible for dividing the work among the team members and for controlling the
evolution of the teamwork. Teamwork is a relatively well-specified notion.
The term “team” is no longer relevant when the completion of some missions requires crossing the
organizations’ boundaries, enabling the creation of groups composed of actors from different
organizations (i.e. different hierarchies). An actor can be spontaneously added to (or removed from) a
group at any moment. Group members act as a whole in order to get something done [8]. Group work
results from the distribution of the workload among group members. A group lasts up to the
completion of the work. As in a team, there is a unique group leader, but each group member can ask
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for a support directly to other members. The meaning of group work is no more accurate than for
teamwork because the term “work” is at a too high conceptual level and is not related to what is
actually done. The use of “task” instead of “work” corrects the problem because there is an emphasis
on the way in which the task is done (one speaks of task model, not of work model except some
particular aspects like performance).
The engagement of members during group work is often discussed based on three concepts:
coordination, cooperation and collaboration. Coordination is the technical organization of the different
elements of a collective activity to enable participants to work together effectively according to a plan.
The term coordination has a well-accepted definition across disciplines such as cognitive sciences (AI,
psychology, etc.) or engineering (CSCW, interface design, etc.) [5, 23, 30]. Collaboration and
cooperation are ambiguous terms that have different meanings across domains and sometimes from
one author to another even within the same domain. Collaboration is “working together” to reach a
negotiated and consensual solution to create something new with a shared vision. Collaboration
concerns the realization of the same task by different actors. The unit is not the participant but the
group with a global and collective responsibility. There are two realizations in parallel, a joint
realization and individual realizations. Each participant contributes to the action of any other
participant of the group to increase the performance, and collaborative interaction is permanent.
Cooperation means “operate together” with, first, a negotiated division of the task realization among
actors (a common goal reached by autonomous actions) and, second, a pooling by assembling subtasks
realized in a flat way, each participant having to bear a definite part of the common task realization.
Cooperative interaction is limited to the organization, the coordination and the monitoring of the task
realization.
The ambiguity between collaboration and cooperation is related to the nature of actor interaction,
and more specifically: (a) the goal of interaction, (b) the shared objectives of the actors; (c) the entities
involved (from individuals to enterprises); (d) the context that actors need to share; (e) the type of
interaction (i.e., collocated vs. remote and synchronous vs. asynchronous); (f) the needed technologies
to support the different types of interaction; and (g) the scope of the joint work regarding actors’
individual work. As a consequence, it is difficult to identify clearly what group work is because what is
a simple collaboration at one moment may become cooperation at the next moment. Moreover, the
mechanism ensuring interaction between members during group work is difficult to model because
interaction is dynamical and depends essentially on the type of group work. As a consequence an
efficient modeling of group work requires making the context of the group-work development explicit.
The operational definition "Context is what constrains the focus without intervening in it explicitly"
[18] points out the relationship between context and the focus of the actors (of the group work) that
implies two parts in context, namely, external knowledge and contextual knowledge. External
knowledge contains elements that are not important at the moment when we consider the focus.
Contextual knowledge constitutes a kind of pool of elements that may be related to the focus. A
contextual element, which is an “element of the natural world,” allows the management of alternatives
for realizing a part of the task according to its specific instantiation (i.e. the value selected for the focus
at hand).
The four main sources of contextual elements are the actor, the task, the situation and the local
environment. The focus is associated with a working context that contains a set of contextual elements
(i.e. the contextual knowledge), their values corresponding to known alternatives and their
instantiations at a given instant. In the situation at hand, the focus allows the actors to select a subset of
contextual elements in the contextual knowledge for realizing the task at a given moment. This subset
of instantiated contextual elements is called the proceduralized context hereafter. The working context
has a dynamic nature because the focus evolves with the progressive realization of the task. As a
consequence, the way in which a result is obtained is as important as the result itself and, thus, it is
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more important to model practices that are effectively developed by actors rather than (official)
procedures.
Brézillon and Pomerol [19] defined decision-making as a two-step process of contextualization. The
first step concerns the selection of contextual elements for diagnosing the situation and the gathering of
their instantiations at the moment of the diagnosis. The role of instantiation is to contextualize the
situation in a unique way. The second step corresponds to the actions that have to be performed to
realize the task after the proceduralization of the context. Thus, actors develop practices instead of only
applying procedures [11]. A practice is developed jointly with the building of a proceduralized context,
i.e. the implementation of a context-specific model of the situation [12].
Modeling a group task requires a formalism allowing a uniform representation of elements of
knowledge, reasoning and context like the CxG formalism [10]. Initially, a contextual graph represents
the model of a task realization, not the task model. Each path in a contextual graph represents a
practice that was effectively developed by an actor in a working context leading to specific decisionmaking. Thus, a contextual graph captures the accumulated experience of one or several actors that
realize the same task individually. The contextual graph is a kind of “contextualized procedure” at a
tactic level, and a practice is the instantiation of the contextual graph in a specific context at the
operational level. Formally, contextual graphs are acyclic and series-parallel due to the time-directed
representation that ensures algorithm termination. Series-parallel graphs are used in a wide range of
application, the most common being electrical circuits [24] and scheduling problems [25]. In these
domains, flows follow all the branches simultaneously while only one path at a time is followed in a
contextual graph due to the uniqueness of the instantiations of contextual elements.
A direct use of this formalism for representing a group activity requires some extensions for
managing the way in which the members participate in the group activity (e.g. ordered or concurrent
subtasks, negotiation process, etc.). This implies we must: (1) express the activities of all actors in a
unified view for modeling interaction, and (2) enrich the context of the group-activity development
with specific parameters for modeling group-member interaction between members during their
activity.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces modeling a group activity in an extended
version of the Contextual-Graphs (CxG) formalism, including notions of simulation parameters for
managing the interactions among actors, of turn for modeling the traversal of the contextual graph, and
of the turn mechanism for managing the CxG-simulation. Section 3 presents the dynamic visualization
of the development of a group activity by the use of a new type of simulation called CxG-based
simulation (the global visualization of a group activity) and a complementary representation of
Contextual Graphs called Practice-Tree representation (the local visualization of a group activity). The
presentation of this section relies on the TACTIC project, a real-world application for the French army.
Section 4 offers a discussion on the new perspectives offered by the extended CxG approach.
2. Modeling of group activity
2.1. Related works

Many works have been developed to propose modeling languages for understanding the way(s) that
group work is performed. Their objective varies, from understanding the task to the building of a
useful and responsive user interface, to model a piece of software for supporting a group task.
However, none of these works provides a simple, clean, and comprehensive model that can be used at
any level of granularity. The APM modeling language [21] gives a general overview of the modeled
process and provides a useful way to determine the input and output of a task, as well as the flow of the
process. Nonetheless, the diagram can quickly become unreadable. In their favor, the Contextual
Design model [7] and the DUTCH method [44] are based on a series of diagrams, each one covering
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one aspect of the task modeling. Unlike APM, these approaches are good in providing different
granularity levels for understanding the group task. However, as the modeling is divided in several
diagrams, it is difficult to have a quick overview and understanding of the task. Each representation is
built separately. Moreover, the diagrams that represent the interaction among actors are just a small
tweak from either UML Activity diagrams or Workflow diagrams incorporating legends denoting the
passing of parameters. Finally, the CTT model [35] and a view of the CIAN notation [33] are based on
a diagram with a hierarchical structure that divides a task into smaller pieces of work, until arriving at a
single unit performed by an actor. CTT provides a wide range of operators to specify the sequence,
input and output, choices, parallelism of actions, etc. However, this view is difficult to follow, as there
are many graphic details in a single tree-like structure. Moreover, when modeling a complex task that
includes several actors, and actions, the tree-like structure fails to show the sequence of the task
performance and the interaction among actors in an easy manner. CIAN tries to overcome this problem
by adding sociogram, data, and interaction view. However, it also requires several diagrams to
represent a task completion.
Such task modeling often relies on a decontextualization process in order to have a large application
of the task model, while actors have to apply the task model in specific contexts that require adaptation
of the task model. As a consequence, the actor uses knowledge and experience to interpret and decide
how to contextualize the task realization in the specific context [13]. Indeed, the mental representation
of the actor is a mixture of interpretation of the domain (operational knowledge) intertwined with an
interpretation of the communication means. The expert map—a kind of mental signature of the actor—
is a good approximation of his mental representation. An expert map is like an actor’s ontology of
operational knowledge of the domain. However, different actors have different mental representations
of the way to realize the same task [13]).
The notion of “activity” extends the notion of “task”. An activity is the concrete implementation of a
task that is realized by an actor in a specific situation. The task is what an actor must do, and the
activity is the (physical and mental) behavior that the actor exhibits during task realization [41].
Associated with each activity, there are one or more scripts that describe the ways an activity must be
executed. A particular context can determine the script to be run for an activity. Thus, activity takes
into account the result as well as the process leading to the result, i.e. the task realization from an
external viewpoint. A task has a formal definition, but the notion of activity includes practical aspects
of the realization of the task in addition to its theoretical definition.
A group activity is related to the way in which the group jointly realizes the task [1]. BenitezGuerrero et al. [6] present the effective activity as an instance of an activity model that describes the
family of actors that can participate in the activity, how the activity can be carried out, the family of
objects that can be manipulated or produced, and which roles actors and objects will play in the
activity. The notion of effective activity is similar to the notion of practice introduced previously, and
leads to define the realization of a group activity as the development of a group practice.
A group activity relies on the activities of the members, but it is more than the simple sum of them
because they are interdependent. Each member generally intervenes several times during the
development of the group activity. Each intervention of a member in the group-activity development
can be represented as an independent task and the interaction between members during the groupactivity development is better understood as a cycle of realization of independent tasks taken in the
activities of the different members. As a consequence, the group-activity development corresponds to a
sequence of turns, each turn being composed of (1) the choice of the temporary manager, (2) the
selection of independent task in the manager’s activity; (3) the realization of the independent task and
(4) the definition of the next manager and its independent task to realize according to the conclusion of
the turn at hand. The last point leads to a dynamic organization of the group activity, including loop in
a member’s activity, stop of the task realization and different possible paths. A turn is a local
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contribution of an actor to the group activity that corresponds to one’s traversal of the contextual graph
(a path).
A group activity supposes the sharing of contextual elements. This shared context is composed of
the contextual elements of the working context attached to the group activity and the contextual
elements that are specific to the group-activity management. The shared context plays an important
role in the management of actor interaction during the group-activity development as well as the
management of the independent tasks in each actor’s activity.
2.2. Contextual approach
2.2.1. Introduction

A practice is the expression of an actor’s activity in a task realization in a specific context, and a
contextual graph corresponds to the implementation of all the practices that have been developed by
different actors for realizing the same task in different contexts. The development of a practice by a
group corresponds to the course of a sequence of turns taken in the activities of different group
members. Each traversal of the contextual graph corresponds to a turn. A sequence of turns is built
incrementally during the cyclic traversal of the contextual graph and of its working context. The
development of a group activity is not a linear combination of development of actors’ activities.
The practices are structured in the contextual graph by contextual elements [10]. This structuring is
different, on the one hand, from the knowledge bases of expert systems represented in a flat way
because context is not represented explicitly, and, on the other hand, from knowledge organization in
an ontology where links between concepts depend on the domain (is-a, kind-of, etc.) while elements in
our context model concern the operator, the task, the situation and the local environment. Indeed,
Clancey [22] proposed that solving a particular problem (e.g. diagnosing a patient) involves creating
incrementally situation-specific models. “Situation-specific” refers to a particular case, setting, or
scenario. The “situation-specific model” is embedded in the task realization as a static model-based
description fixed initially and filled progressively during the problem solving. Conversely, the contextspecific model (i.e. the proceduralized context) is built progressively jointly with the practice
development, depending on the instantiations of the contextual elements used in the reasoning. The
importance of the difference between procedures and practices, which are developed in particular
contexts, is acknowledged also in other domains with the distinction between task and activity [32],
logic of functioning and logic of use [38], etc.
A contextual graph contains four items: actions, contextual elements, activities and Executive
Structures of Independent Activities (ESIA). An action is the building block of the model at the given
representation granularity. A contextual element is a pair of a contextual node and a corresponding
recombination node. When a contextual node is encountered, an element of the situation must be
analyzed. The value of the contextual element, its instantiation, is taken into account as long as the
situation is under analysis. The contextual node has one input and N outputs (branches) corresponding
to N known values of the contextual element leading to N different methods for realizing a subtask.
The latter is a [N, 1] relationship that represents the moment at which the instantiation of the
contextual element does not matter anymore. An activity—a complex action described as a contextual
graph by itself—is identified by actors in different task realizations as a work unit. Finally, an ESIA
expresses the execution of different independent (sub-)activities in a parallel or sequential way,
regardless of their order. In some sense, an ESIA is a kind of complex contextual element. The
working context contains all the contextual elements that exist in the contextual-graph, their values (on
the different branches) for all the known alternatives, and the instantiations, i.e. the value taken by
contextual elements on a specific path of the contextual graph that is currently followed.
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each actor’s aactivity in independeent tasks that (a) are
a structu
ured by siimulation parameterss, (b)
psulate thee operationnal knowled
dge, the reeasoning an
nd the actio
ons that thhe managerr has to perrform
encap
and (c)
( transmit the relevaant results of the indeependent taask to the next
n actor. Second, organize
o
thee turn
sequeence durinng a group-practice developmen
d
nt with a mechanism
m for ensuuring the flexibility
fl
o the
of
turn-sequence bbuilding. Thus,
T
a con
ntextual m
meta-graph represents
r
the knowlledge need
ded for reallizing
pendent tasks in acttivities and
d the way in which this know
wledge muust be used all alonng the
indep
progrress of the group activity.
Th
he turn mechanism can be easilly represennted by pro
oduction ru
ules exploiiting the sh
hared conteext as
repreesented in F
Figure 3. For
F example, when a tturn ends, the system
m detects w
what to do next
n as show
wn in
rule in
i the shareed context..

Figure 3. A co
onceptual representa
r
ation in term
m of turns of the TAC
CTIC exam
mple

Th
hus the turrn mechannism can be managedd simply at
a the shared-contextt level, keeeping intacct the
initiaal propertiees of the CxG formallism (only a managem
ment of thee simulatioon parametters was addded).
However, this explicit coonsideration
n of the shhared context associaated with tthe contextual meta-graph
on (with an
n action R
RECIPIENT
T = <nil> at the
open the door tto more opptions like to stop th e simulatio
o a turn), to introducce loops, say,
s for maanaging a negotiation
n
n between two actorss, the possiibility
end of
for an
n actor to change its objective if an unexxpected eveent occurs (e.g. the aactor selectts an objecct and
disco
overs that tthe object is
i not adap
pted to his objective), or to introduce backktracking in
i the reasooning
of on
ne actor (orr at the levvel of the group).
g
Thiis opens also the door to the sam
me role beeing allocatted to
differrent actors workingg in parallel and a new insiight on th
he problem
m of coop
peration versus
v
collab
boration ddiscussed inn the intro
oduction (w
we will diiscuss the collaboratiion continuum in annother
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paper). Note that the user keeps control of the group-activity development by providing instantiations
required.
3. Visualization of group activity
3.1. Global visualization by CxG-based simulation
3.1.1. Model-based versus CxG-based simulation

Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time [4].
Simulation is often used with scientific models of natural systems or human systems to gain insight
into their functioning, especially when the real system is not accessible, or it may be dangerous or
unacceptable to put in danger [42]. Another use of simulation is training [40, 34]. Simulation also is a
cognitive activity like reasoning or task realization. Frequently, the simulation is conducted using
software tools. For example, computer simulation is used to formally model theories of human
cognition and performance, such as in ACT-R [2].
Usually, a simulation describes the evolution of a (formal) model, starting from a set of initial
conditions. The model expresses a statement about a real system that is based on formalized concepts
and hypothesis about the functioning of the real system. Formal models address the evolution of a real
system, and the corresponding trajectory is unique because the model structure is unique (parameter
values are constant during the entire simulation). Thus, a model-based simulation relies on {model
structure, parameters, initial conditions on variables}, where model structure, parameter values and
initial conditions are fixed during all the simulation. Such a model is given by a structure that is
specified by parameters that appear in the relationships between variables (a typical formalism of
representation is differential equations). A model-based simulation gives a description of the evolution
of the variables with respect to an independent variable, generally time, given a set of values for the
parameters and a set of initial conditions for the variables. The evolution of some variables is then
compared to temporal observations of the real system. In a formal model, time appears through the
evolution of the variables from the model structure and relationships between variables (e.g. y(t) in a
model expressed in the formalism of differential equations like dy/dt = -a*y + b). The working context
in a model-based simulation (initial conditions and parameter values) only concerns the initial state of
the simulation: The initial conditions y(0) specify the initial state of the model, and the parameter (a
and b) values generally are not modified during the simulation. There is no “unpredicted event” during
an experiment and “browsing” a model is exploiting its mathematical properties for predicting
variables’ evolution (number and stability of steady states, self-oscillations, exponentially decreasing
curve, etc.) for different sets of parameter values that verify some constraints, such as the condition to
have an unstable steady state.
At this quantitative level, model-based simulation is used to find the best set of parameter values
and initial conditions describing a set of real-world observations (generally by optimization methods).
Here, the formal model is used for the prediction of any behavior of the real system in other contexts,
assimilating this context to constraints and initial conditions. In a model-based simulation, the working
context describes the initial state only, while variables evolve during the entire model-based
simulation.
At the qualitative level, the conceptual simulation is often used to refer to a type of everyday
reasoning strategy commonly called “look ahead” reasoning [36] or “what if ” reasoning [43].
Scientists use conceptual simulation in situations of informational uncertainty to make inferences from
their data using a process of alignment by similarity detection. The conceptual simulation obeys the
cycle of hypothesis–conceptual simulation–alignment. New representations are generated by reference
to a familiar situation and by taking what is known and transforming it to generate a future state of a
system [20]. The process occurs at the conceptual level and it involves mentally playing out, or
© 2018 ISTE OpenScience – Published by ISTE Ltd. London, UK – openscience.fr
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“running,” a model of the visualized situation, so that changes can be inspected. Thus, conceptual
simulation is a form of model building, which is likely to occur when no easily accessible, existing
source for analogy is available [43].
The CxG-based simulation covers quantitative and qualitative aspects [13]. In Contextual-Graphs
formalism, we make a parallel between practices and models, except that the structure of the practice is
not known initially but built progressively with its development. A CxG_Simulator develops a practice
by instantiating contextual elements that are encountered on the followed path (the equivalent of the
initial conditions in a model-based simulation) and thereby choosing the path corresponding to a
practice. Thus, a CxG-based simulation is based at the tactical level (or qualitative level) on a
contextual graph, which is an experience base containing all the practices developed for realizing a
given task modeled, and, at an operational level (or the quantitative level), on a particular practice of
the contextual graph in the working context at hand. Time dependency appears because (1) an
unpredicted event may modify the instantiation of a contextual element and thus the CxG-based
simulation itself, and (2) the execution of an action may impact practice development in different ways
independently of what is involved by the execution of the action.
At the quantitative level, a CxG simulator needs to know the instantiations of the contextual
elements that will be used on the path of the contextual meta-graph corresponding to the developed
practice and the effects of action execution. The execution of an action may modify the instantiation of
a contextual element. The change in the working context leads the simulator to consider another
practice with different consequences: halting the simulation (e.g. the required resource is no longer
available), restarting the simulation in the new working context, repeating a routine action in the
practice development, etc. The instantiation of a contextual element not yet reached during the current
practice development will impact the simulation only once the simulator arrives at this contextual
element.
A model-based simulation is a top-down (deductive) model, while a CxG-based simulation
corresponds to a bottom-up (inductive) model. In a model-based simulation, the whole working context
is defined at the start of the simulation and stays constant during the simulation, while in a CxG-based
simulation, the working context evolves during practice development. A formal model is given initially
(its structure is compared to observations), while a practice (the contextualized model of a task
realization) is built progressively from the contextual graph and evolves with its working context. In
that sense, a CxG-based simulation is a particular type of simulation. The behavior of a CxG simulator
is comparable with the usual model-based simulator’s behavior, supposing that (1) contextual elements
in the contextual graph can be compared to the parameters in the formal model (a change of parameter
values impacts the model behavior as a change of instantiation modifies the practice developed), and
(2) variables in a model-based simulation are related to the result of the progressive building of the
practice corresponding to the working context.
Table 1 gives a comparison of model-based simulation and CxG-based simulation according to
seven characteristics [13].
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Model-based

CxG-based

Represent a real system

Represent a task realization on the real system

Real system

An internal viewpoint

An external viewpoint

Tactical level

A model structure

A graph of model structures (practices)

Operational level

Simulation from an initial state

Simulation and building of a context-specific
model

Working context

Initial values of variables and
parameters (constant during the
simulation)

Contextual elements and instantiations (may vary
during the simulation)

Simulation

Evolution of the variables in the
model

Building and use of a model specific of the
working context with practice development

Type of support

Prediction, interpretation of
deviation (real-system centered)

Task realization on the real system (use-centered)

Goal

Table 1. Comparison of model- and CxG-based simulations

A CxG-based simulation is based on a group-activity model (e.g. like in Figure 4 in the next subsection)
and its shared context for describing the development of a group practice. A CxG-based simulation
corresponds to the progressive development of a group practice according to the status of the shared
context at each step (i.e. the instantiations of the contextual elements). Unlike formal models used in
classical simulation, a context-based model has a static expression as a contextual meta-graph (i.e. the
set of all the practices already used for developing the group activity) at a tactical level and a dynamic
expression with the building and development of the “best” practice corresponding to the specific
context at hand (i.e. the series of turns obtained by the cyclic traversal of the contextual meta-graph) at
an operational level.
A practice that is developed from the working context at hand is the “best practice” because the
practice is built at the same time it is used, thus taking into account all that occurs during this process.
During a CxG-based simulation, the instantiation of contextual elements may be altered by either an
external event or an internal event. The external event corresponds to an unpredicted event, i.e. not
represented in the contextual graph (e.g. an external resource stops being available). An internal event
occurs as the result of an action execution. An action (or an activity) is executed at the operational
level (e.g. execution of an external program or a service). The way in which an action is executed
matters at the operational level, but consequences impact the development of the practice at the tactical
level (e.g. a change of practice).
3.1.2. The TACTIC project

The TACTIC project [31] aims at the migration of an existing battlefield simulator’s interface from
PC (“click-simulation”) to tactile devices (“touch-simulation”). Command & Control systems (C2
systems) provide an operator with a view on an operational situation, typically a map with symbols
representing military units. The operator interacts with a simulator for realizing different tasks like
“Give an order of recognition” that is modeled as a contextual graph in Figure 4. This task has three
actions and four activities, including two occurrence of the activity “Manage a unit” (ovals 62 and 67).
The system gathers information from various sources and allows operators to interact and give orders
directly. C2 systems also are used, or are being adopted, in non-military areas, for example in civil
safety or by large private operators.
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Figure
e 4. Model of
o the task realization
r
““Give an orrder of recog
gnition” in thhe CxG form
malism

Su
uch C2 systtems have three comp
plementaryy sources of
o informattion commoonly used together: spatial
coord
dinates of objects (tthe field map),
m
tempporal coorrdinates (th
he chronollogy) and socio-techhnical
coord
dinates (O
ODB) [31]. The threee sourcess of inform
mation co
onstitute a cognitivee 3-dimenssional
refereential in w
which evennts take plaace in an eevolving co
ontext. A unit
u is assoociated wiith a know
wledge
network with cclose inforrmation, such as thee life-bar, and otherr more disstant inforrmation suuch as
belon
nging to ann automatoon. Such a knowledgge network
k should allow
a
differrent viewss adapted to
t the
desired level off aggregatioon of the context.
Figure 5 represents thee modeling
g of the acttivity “Man
nage a unitt” on Figur
ure 4 as a contextual
c
g
graph
ng by (1) th
he choice oof an area where
w
to seelect a
and its legend. The activitty is ratherr sequentiall, beginnin
unit (first
(
conteextual elem
ment), (2) th
he choice oof a unit (ssecond con
ntextual eleement), (3)) checking if the
seleccted unit m
may realize the requireed recognittion missio
on, and (4)) positioninng the unit in the cennter of
the window
w
of tthe field map.
m
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Figure 5. The contex
xtual graph of the activ
vity « Manag
ge a unit » iin Figure 4

Th
his modeling is madde accordin
ng to the operator’s viewpoint. As a coonsequencee, a part of
o the
operaator’s reasooning (in yellow
y
in Figure
F
5) exxpresses a compilatio
on of elem
mentary actions realized by
the operator andd the simuulator throu
ugh the inteerface. Item
ms relative to tasks keeep their in
nitial colorrs (i.e.
green
n square bboxes for the
t domain
n actions aand blue circles
c
for contextuall elements)). Items foor the
shareed-context managemeent are in yellow. Acctions in pink
p
(both in operatorr and simu
ulator activvities)
are in
nterface acctions as shhown by th
he action 119 “Click on the cho
osen unit” in Figure 6. For example,
“Sho
ow missionn orders” im
mplies (a) select
s
the uunit, (b) assk for open
ning the ordder window
w, and (c) show
the liist of the mission orrders. Thee lessons leearned herre point ou
ut that som
me actions depend on
o the
simulator (e.g. show misssion orderss of the unnit) but others concern
n the intera
raction of the
t operatoor and
with the inteerface (e.g.. open the m
mission-orrder window
w).
the siimulator w
Th
hus the sim
mulator haas to be co
onsidered aas a group
p member in this acttivity. Item
ms in yelloow in
Figurre 5 are pllaces wherre the role of the sim
mulator hass been inteerpreted acccording to
o the operator’s
viewp
point, likee “Where to
t choose the unit?”” (the firstt contextuaal elementt on Figurre 5) and green
actions that aree specific of
o the operaator, like ““Find a uniit with the recognitioon mission” (Action 90
9 on
nfusion off roles in the
t modeling of a taask realizaation leadss to a
the left part inn Figure 5)). This con
fficult to in
nterpret. O
Operator-Simulator in
nteraction ggoes throu
ugh an inteerface
repreesentation tthat is diff
(the place
p
of coognitive innteraction with
w the opperator) an
nd the screeen (the plaace of physical interaaction
for th
he visualization of thhe simulatio
on). Thus, operators must deal with an int
nterpretation
n of the doomain
(the simulation
s
resulting of
o the operrator-simullator interaaction) intertwined wiith an interrpretation of
o the
interfface functiioning for translating
g actions on the sim
mulation in
nto commaands to thee interfacee. For
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exam
mple, by cliicking on the
t pause button,
b
thee operator thinks
t
to stop the sim
mulation, while
w
this action
a
on a button oof the inteerface sends a com
mmand to the simulator that suspends the simulation.
Neveertheless, thhe operatoor associatees the conntrol of thee simulation with acttions on th
he interfacee that
playss the role oof the simuulator, and operator-ssimulator in
nteraction is considerred second
dary to inteerface
simulation.
wo main chhanges sim
mplify the developmen
d
nt of a grou
up activity by the opeerator and the simulaator as
Tw
repreesented in Figure 6 (see the contextual-ggraphs rep
presentation
n that is ggiven Figu
ure 7). Thee ﬁrst
chang
ge aims to discriminaate the actiivities of thhe operatorr (left part of Figure 66) and the simulator (right
part of Figure 6), which are intertw
wined in F
Figure 5. The
T second
d change cconsists off rewritingg each
ms of inddependent tasks (thee rectanglles) and of
o the ideentification
n of simullation
activity in term
param
meters (thee yellow acctions). Th
he arrows sshow all the possible movement
nt from onee turn to annother
as giv
ven by thee simulatioon parameteers MANA
AGER and TASK_ST
TATUS. M
MANAGER
R appears in
i the
conteextual metaa-graph, annd TASK_S
STATUS ddefines a sttructure off group-mem
mber activ
vities in terms of
indep
pendent tassks.

Figure 6
6. Movemen
nt between turns in a siimplified vie
ew where co
ontextual ellements are
e “closed”

Th
he main feaatures of thhis represen
ntation are :
•

A group acctivity is a set of actors’ activiti es. The TA
ACTIC pro
oject is inteeresting in the sense that
t
it
shows
s
thatt the view
wpoints of all the acctors must be disting
guished, evven if som
me “actorss” are
software
s
piieces. Thee initial op
perator’s vviewpoint (Figure
(
5) shows tha
hat the representationn is a
mixing
m
of the operrator’s vieewpoint annd of thee operatorr’s interpreetation off the simuulator
functioning
f
g. Figure 6,
6 where th
he two view
wpoints arre distinguished, agaiin shows that
t
it wouuld be
necessary
n
tto define thhe interfacee as a thirdd actor. Th
he non-expllicit considderation off the interfaace as
an
a actor is rresponsiblee for unneccessary turnns.

•

Activities
A
aare represented as setts of indeppendent task
ks. A turn starts by cchecking th
he instantiaations
of
o the simuulation parameters MANAGER
M
R and TAS
SK_STATU
US. This leeads to foccus the travversal
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of the contextual graph on an independent task (represented by a rectangle on Figure 6). For
example, the first turn in the operator’s activity corresponds to Value (TASK_STATUS) =
“find_area (O)”, the rectangle O1 contains the independent task with the closed contextual element
“location_area?” and the actions in yellow modifies the instantiation of TASK_STATUS and
RECIPIENT for the next turn.
•

Modeling nonlinear reasoning. The turn corresponding to the independent task O4 is particular in
the sense that there are three possible outputs, two going towards an independent task in the
operator’s activity (arrows on the left toward the independent task O2 for finding a new unit for the
mission) and one towards the independent task S4 in the simulator’s activity to dissociate the unit
that belongs to an automaton. The two arrows on the left correspond to a revision of the actor’s
reasoning (change of unit). Moreover, it is possible to stop a simulation by the action
“RECIPIENT = “NIL”.

In addition to the simulation parameters, there are other contextual elements in yellow that are
instantiated in one activity and use in another one and thus are shared by group members. For example,
the contextual elements “local area” and “automaton” in Figure 6 are instantiated by the operator and
guide the selection of the independent tasks in the simulator’s activity (contextual elements 2 and 8).
3.1.4. Simulation of a group activity

Managing of the group-practice development by the turn mechanism leads to a new type of
simulation, namely the CxG-based simulation, in which turns are the building blocks of the model. The
CxG-based simulation opens new perspectives when compared to previous types of simulation because
group activity is expressed as a context-based combination of independent tasks. This allows complex
developments based on the dynamical combination of a limited number of independent tasks and thus
does not require a complex model, because the model of a group activity is built dynamically.
A CxG-based simulation relies, on the one hand, on the model of the group activity (the contextual
meta-graph), and, on the other hand, the model of the turn mechanism at the level of the shared context
that is associated with the contextual meta-graph. A CxG-based simulation corresponds to a cycle with
(1) an initial shared context (i.e. a set of instantiations), (2) a turn-based development, and (3) the
triggering of a new iteration of the simulation if a new turn is initialized with a new manager and a new
independent task.
The CxG software has been enriched with simulation capabilities to provide the user with a
simulation engine to follow the development of a group practice. The simulation engine and the user,
first, progressively anticipate the contextual elements in the shared context that need to be instantiated,
and, second, the simulation engine visualizes the path to follow in the contextual meta-graph. During
the CxG-based simulation, the group-activity development follows a path that relies on the
instantiation of the contextual elements of the shared context encountered on that path. The
instantiations of the contextual elements on other branches do not matter. The simulation engine only
needs the instantiation of contextual elements encountered on the path followed in the contextual metagraph. The instantiation can be: (1) known prior the practice development, (2) obtained from the user
by asking the user during simulation, or (3) obtained by the simulation engine along the followed path
(e.g., the change of instantiation of a simulation parameter by an action on the path). As a
consequence, a CxG-based simulation in the TACTIC project results essentially of a cooperation
between the operator and the simulator, the former providing instantiations corresponding to how the
operator wishes to influence the evolution of the battle, and the latter providing the resulting simulation
of the group-activity development.
We discuss CxG-based simulation in this section based on its use in the TACTIC project with the
example of the activity “Manage a unit” as introduced in Figure 6 in its representation in terms of
independent tasks. The contextual meta-graph on Figure 7 is the graphical representation of the legend
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repreesentation oon Figure 6 with thee representtation by red
r rectang
gles of thee independ
dent tasks in
i the
operaator’s activvity (O1 to
t O5) an
nd in the simulator’s activity (S1 to S66), green and blue items
correespond to tthe collectiive tasks, yellow
y
item
ms corresp
pond to thee simulationn-parameteer management,
and items
i
in viiolet repressent action
ns that wouuld be specific of the interfacee (see nextt section onn this
pointt). The moovement beetween thee independdent tasks, which is representedd by arrow
ws on Figuure 6,
correesponds to the transittion from one
o turn too the next one,
o i.e. th
he move accross the sh
hared conteext to
restarrt a new traaversal of the contextual meta-ggraph in th
he new con
ntext, each traversal of
o the conteextual
meta-graph corrrespondingg to a turn
n. We willl illustrate the turn mechanism
m
m by consiidering onlly the
realizzation of thhe indepenndent tasks O4 (in thee operator’’s activity) and the inndependentt task S4 (iin the
simulator’s actiivity), i.e. not
n towards the indeppendent tassk O2 in the operator’’s activity.

Fiigure 7. CxxG represen
ntation of the model witth the indep
pendent tasks (Oi and S
Sj) presente
ed in Figure
e6

Co
oncretely, F
Figure 8 correspondss to the staart of the CxG
C
simulaation for thhe turn O4
4 (see Figuure 6).
The shared conntext (the window with
w a red frame on Figure 8) initially ccontains alll the conteextual
b
anny practicee is possib
ble. The coontextual elements in
i the
elements of thee contextuual graph because
or selects thhe instantiation of thee first
shareed-context window arre ordered chronologiically and the operato
conteextual elem
ment (MA
ANAGER) from the popup wiindow justt after thee name off the conteextual
element where are presennted the known
k
valuues. The in
nstantiation
n (i.e. the choice off a value in
i the
popu
up window
w) of the fiirst contextual elemeent (MANA
AGER) lim
mits the foocus on the branch of
o the
conteextual grapph correspoonding to this
t instanttiation, and
d to the con
ntextual ellements on
n this part of
o the
graph
h as shownn on Figuree 9.
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Figure 8. Sta
art of the CxxG-based simulation
s
o
of “Manage a unit” with the sharedd context in the red fram
me

Att each instaantiation, the
t left win
ndow of thhe shared context
c
is updated
u
wiith the releevant conteextual
elements and thhe part of the
t contexttual graph oof interest is represen
nted as a grrey shade on
o the grapphical
dow. The nnext instanntiation of TASK_ST
TATUS to “select miission-2” aallows to enter
e
the branch
wind
wherre is the inddependent task O4 (th
he grey shaade also is reduced co
onsequentlly to this brranch). Onnce all
the contextual eelements on
o the path are instanttiated, the simulation
n engine thhen starts th
he second phase
p
ffective sim
mulation.
of eff

Figure 9. Instantiation
ns leading tto the realiz
zation of the
e independeent task O4

Figure 10 prresents the progress of
o the CxG
G-based sim
mulation by
y a progresssive transfformation of
o the
black
k color intto red coloor of the path
p
follow
wed by thee reasoning
g held durring the reealization of
o the
indep
pendent tassk O4. Figgure 10 also shows the end off the simu
ulation as eexpressed by the wiindow
“Sho
ow next tuurn” on thee right parrt of Figuure 10, witth the insttantiations made forr the simulation
param
meters wiith MANA
AGER an
nd RECIP
PIENT = “simulato
or”, SEND
DER = “operator”
“
and
TASK
K_STATU
US = “deffine_coursee-corridor””, which will
w lead to
t the inddependent task S5 inn the
simulator’s actiivity if the user decid
des to contiinue the Cx
xG-based simulation.
s
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Figure
e 10. CxG-b
based simu
ulation of the
e turn S5 th
hat follows tuurn O4

Th
he user conntrols the evolution
e
of
o the CxG
G-based sim
mulation by
y providingg at the beeginning off each
turn the
t instantiations of the
t contexttual elemennts that wo
ould be cro
ossed at thee next turn
n. Thus, thee user
can decide
d
to reeplay the turn,
t
check
k a turn thaat is differeent from th
he normal ssuccessor or
o even stoop the
CxG--based sim
mulation. Thhus, the usser may tryy different alternative
a
s to undersstand the best
b practicce in a
given
n context ((or the im
mpact of th
he context on the prractice seleection). Thhat situatio
on occurs in an
appliication for the subw
way in Pariis when ann operatorr arrives in
n the conttrol room and studiees the
practtices develooped by the previous operator dduring incid
dent solvin
ng and com
mpares them
m to alternaatives
he would have chosen [377]. The pree-filled infoormation caan be chan
nged at anyy time, prov
viding a fleexible
experrience to thhe user, whho can deccide to repllay or skip the simulaation of a tturn or chaange the acctor at
any time.
t
Th
he explicitt associatioon of the shared coontext with
h the contextual met
eta-graph solves
s
the main
limitaation of thhe contextuual graph, namely
n
thee acyclic nature
n
of co
ontextual ggraphs thatt are considered
witho
out the woorking conttext. In thee TACTIC -project ex
xample: (1) the turn O4 allowss the operaator to
chang
ge his reassoning wheen an unex
xpected eveent is encou
untered (e..g. the choosen unit caannot acceppt the
missiion); and ((2) the sim
mulation parrameter “R
RECIPIENT” = <nil>
> allows thhe turn mechanism too stop
the siimulation aat the end of
o any turn
n, for exam
mple, when an action cannot
c
be eexecuted because a laack of
exterrnal resourrces. Moreover, the turn
t
mech anism allo
ows the inttroduction of loops for managging a
negotiation betw
ween actorrs as well as for reallizing an in
ndependen
nt task seveeral times (e.g. the reeview
proceess allocateed to severral reviewers in the paaper submiission exam
mple).
An
nother effeect in moree complex models wiith severall actors is to
t let the uuser focus on the diff
fferent
typess of interacction betw
ween actors and decidde which in
nteraction to promotte in a given contextt. The
strateegy that is used for modeling
m
grroup activiity is to “d
divide and conquer” bby decomp
posing the group
g
task into “elem
mentary” inndependent tasks thaat commun
nicate only
y through tthe shared
d context. Thus,
i the reassoning of an
a actor, annd the
each independeent task in the group activity coorresponds to a step in
nto group aactivity baased on thee turn
intereest of this modeling process iss to focus on the interaction in
mech
hanism. Thhe methodoology develloped for a group activity would
d apply to an actor’s activity too.
3.2. Local
L
visu
ualization by Practic
ce-Tree viiew
3.2.1. The apprroach

In many situuations, peeople try to
o diagnosee accurately
y the curreent state off the world
d beforehaand to
plexity of a decision tree by usiing as
undertake an apppropriate action. Deecision makkers reducee the comp
h contextuual informaation as th
hey can annd, thus, postpone acctions to eexecute. Fo
or example, for
much
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solving an incident on a subway line, the operator makes the decision to stop a train, or wait in a
station for a while according to contextual information such as the number of travellers, peak hours or
not, weather, etc. What is noticeable in this type of reasoning is that the action sequence thus generated
is insensitive to events (fully expanded alternative).
Although the CxG formalism has been applied successfully in several fields (e.g. medicine,
transportation, business management and military operations), there are some limitations. As an
experience base, a contextual graph contains an organization of all the known practices for a task
realization. This structuring of practices by contextual elements provides a coherent global picture of
the group activity in various contexts, but make it difficult to follow a specific practice and to know the
decision that is associated with it. Often, experts need to quickly identify the right practice that
matches the specific context at hand (especially in emergency situations), first, to evaluate a situation
at hand in order to make immediate decision (e.g. handle an incident in the subway), and second, to
infer the type of object of the reasoning corresponding to the content of a given practice. An object of
the reasoning can be either a physical object (e.g. a digital image in medicine) or a cognitive object
(e.g. a diagnosis).
The choice at hand in many real situations is a choice between scenarios that are sequences of
decision maker's actions and changes of the state of nature. Unfortunately the examination of all
possible actions and events quickly becomes computationally unmanageable. For many decision
makers, the most urgent need is, on one hand, to reduce the number of events to consider and on the
other hand, to undertake robust action and, if possible, macro-actions. Postponing actions at the end of
a sequence of chance nodes is a way to cope with the multiplicity of events. Theoretically, this does
not change the situation, but, practically, it does so because, in this way, decision makers capture as
much information as they can to transform chance nodes into certainty by determining which events
occurred and thus which macro-action is relevant.
The Practice-Tree view is another formalism for representing differently the one input – one output
structure of contextual graphs [26]. It provides a simple way to communicate what to do in a specific
context: each leaf corresponds to one practice given as the roadmap for making a decision and
realizing an action. It is a reorganization of all the items of a contextual graph based on the property of
series-parallel structure of the CxG formalism, thanks to the representation of contextual elements as
tuples: [contextual node (the moment at which the question is asked) and a recombination node (the
moment at which the subtask realization is made)]. With the Practice-Tree view, the decision maker
thus can envision the sequence of actions on each leaf in term of "fully expanded alternative" [17].
Practically, the transformation of the graph into a tree relies on the following observation: an item
just after a recombination node is equivalent to have this item on all the branches merging at the
recombination node. This rule applies recursively as long as it is possible. Figure 11-A presents a
simple contextual graph with two contextual elements (items 1 and 7) and an action 5 between them.
The sequence of action 5 and contextual element 7 can be copied on the three branches of the
contextual element 1 as shown on Figure 11-B. The same rule applies on each branch now of the
contextual element 1 for actions 2 and 6.1 into the contextual element 7 on the upper branch, for
actions, 3, 4 and 6.2 into the contextual element 12 on the middle branch, and for actions 5 and 6.3 into
the contextual element 13 on the lower branch of the contextual element 1. Then, it is possible to
suppress all the recombination nodes because there is no other item after. Figure 11-C shows the result
as a Practice-Tree view (a formal presentation is given in [28]).
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A

B

C

Figurre 11. Transsformation of
o a contextual graph ((A) into a Prractice-Tree
e view (C) w
with an interrmediary ste
ep (B)

Th
he tree view
w of contextual graph
hs providees clear visualization of a practiice in two parts,
p
nam
mely, a
speciific contexxt (i.e. thee proceduralized conntext preseented as an ordered sequence of instanntiated
conteextual elem
ments) and a sequencce of actionns (like a macro-actiion or evenn a workfllow) to proocess,
and the
t objects of the reassoning asso
ociated witth. Thus, a Practice-T
Tree view aallows to focus
f
on the link
between the coontextualizzed situatio
on (e.g. ann image to
o be classsified) andd the conclusion (e.gg. the
g the rationnality of th
he conclusiion (the prroceduralizzed contextt) and
decission made)) by, first, presenting
then the actionss that should be perfo
ormed. Figuure 12 shows the exaample of m
mitosis iden
ntification [3]
[ on
Figurre 12.

A

B

Figure 12. M
Mitosis identiification: gra
aph (A) and
d tree (B) re
epresentatio
ons with thee objects of the reasoniing

Figure 12 reppresents a model of mitosis
m
ideentification
n representeed as a conntextual graaph [3] witth the
valent tree representat
r
tion (Figurre 12-B). Figure
F
initiaal graph reppresentatioon (Figure 12-A) andd the equiv
12-B details thee two partss that correesponds too the repressentation of
o an indeppendent task as a deciisiont each praactice the llist of the digital
d
sliddes on
makiing (DM) pprocess. It is thus possible to aassociated to
which the pracctice applies. It is very
v
imporrtant for Anatomical
A
l Pathology
gy physiciaans becausse the
Practtice-Tree vview can bee used to orrganize theeir wall of images theey refer to ffrequently..
By
y integratinng the Pracctice-Tree view to thhe CxG software, wee are able tto show a task realizzation
modeel in two ddifferent foormalisms, graphs annd trees. A CxG focu
uses on thee global way a probllem is
solveed in diffeerent conteexts (i.e., the
t practicces), provid
ding a chrronologicall representtation of a task
realizzation. Meaanwhile, a Practice Tree
T focusees on the lo
ocal link beetween the situation (e.g. an imaage to
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be cllassified) aand the connclusion (ee.g. a decission) by firrst presenting the rattionality off the concllusion
(the procedural
p
ized contexxt) obtaineed in the prractice, and
d then the actions
a
thatt should bee performedd.
3.2.2
2. Limits off the formall approach
h

Th
he predomiinant struccture of a series-paral
s
llel graph is
i somethin
ng betweenn totally seeries and totally
paralllel, and thhe width off the correesponding tree depen
nds crucially of the nnature of the
t predom
minant
structure. Rougghly speakiing, the paarallel struccture of a graph lead
ds to a treee with a nu
umber of leaves
l
parable to tthe numberr of paths in
i the grapph. Converssely, the fin
nal number
er of leavess in a pure series
comp
structure is the product of
o the num
mber of braanches bi in
n the N co
ontextual ellements, i ∈ [1, N] in
i the
b
raapidly
conteextual graaph. As a consequeence, the width off the Practice Treee could become
uncontrollable iif the numbber of sequ
uential conntextual eleements (and
d of branchhes on them
m) is largee [28].
o two conntextual graaphs, one with a preedominant series struucture
Figurre 13 illustrates the problem on
(G1) and the other with a parallel structure
s
(G
G2). Both G1 and G2
G structurees both haave 5 conteextual
elements and 11 actions.

G1

G2

Figure
F
13. The graph G1
G has a prredominantt series structure and G2
G a predom
minant para
allel structurre

Ev
ven with thhe same nuumber of iteems in G1 and G2, th
he recursive applicatioon of the previous
p
ruule for
transforming thhe contextuual graphss G1 and G
G2 into Prractice Treees T1 andd T2 respeectively leaads to
a G2 as F
Figure 14 shows:
s
T1 has 24 leav
aves while T2
T has 6 leeaves.
differrent numbeers of leavees for G1 and
Thuss, T1 is fouur times greeater than the
t width oof the Practtice Tree T2.
T

T1

T2

Figure 14
4. Practice Tree
T
T1 and
d T2 corresp
pond to the contextual graphs G1 and G2 on Figure 13.

In real-worldd applicatioons, contex
xtual graphhs have com
mplex stru
uctures gennerally with
h more thann 200
ments and 300 other items (actiions, ESIA
A and activ
vities), andd the appro
oach wouldd lead
conteextual elem
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theorretically to a Practice-Tree view
w with a maagnitude of 8000 leav
ves (i.e. prractices) orr more. Thuus the
predo
ominant strructure of a contextu
ual graph coould be a crucial
c
facttor for the interest off a Practicee-Tree
view, because a predomiinant seriees structuree leads to a wide Prractice Treee that cou
uld be heaavy to
pute and uuseless for the user, because P
Practice Trrees are vaaluable onlly if they can be quuickly
comp
comp
puted and eeasily explored. A Practice Treee that is too
o bulky is opposed
o
too the objecttive of thiss view
repreesentation ((i.e. a fast focus
f
on a precise praactice conttrasted with
h the others
rs).
Ho
owever, thhe theoreticcal problem
m of tree w
width doess not have the same importancce in real-w
world
appliications because moddels come more
m
from
m experts th
han novicess. This claiim relies on
o a study of
o the
CxG models deeveloped, on
o the one hand,
h
by exxperts in a number off real-worlld applicatiions, and, on
o the
umerous siimple mod
dels made in a coursee on Contex
xt Management.
otherr hand, by Master stuudents in nu
We thus
t
have a collectioon of about 200 coontextual graphs
g
buillt by userss with diffferent leveels of
experrience (i.e., novice, experts,
e
and
d intermeddiate). Mod
dels in the CxG
C formaalism havee a semantic that
makees an impoortant diffeerence with
h other serries-paralleel structurees because contextuaal graphs have
h
a
structure that iss more paraallel (i.e. ex
xpert graphhs) than serries (i.e. no
ovice graphhs). As a consequencce, the
h a contexxtual graph
h has a reeasonable ssize becau
use most of
o the
Practtice-Tree vview assocciated with
conteextual elem
ments are innterdepend
dent. For eexample, on
ne looks fo
or the instaantiation of the conteextual
element “Whichh protectioon against rain?” (um
mbrella or raincoat)
r
only if the ccontextual element “What
“
is thee weather?”” is instanttiated to “raainy”, not ““sunny”.
Th
he model of the task “Give an
a order oof recognittion” (Figu
ure 4) in tthe TACT
TIC projectt was
elabo
orated by kknowledgee acquisitio
on techniquues from a panel off ten experrts that useed routinelly the
simulator for ddifferent puurposes, bu
ut they werre not the real end-u
users (milittary peoplee). We askk each
m
map th
he knowleddge they ussed for solv
ving the saame task “G
Give an ordder of
experrt to repressent in a mind
recog
gnition”, fiirst, in a geeneral way
y and, secoond, in a sp
pecific sim
mulation (seee [31]). In
n the frameework
of thee Practice--Tree view, we presen
nt in this ppaper a straategic expert (a holistitic view off the softwaare), a
tacticcal expert (a simulattor trainer)) and an ooperationall expert (aa developerr). In the following three
figures, the deppth of the representations (num
mber of lev
vels) corressponds to tthe numbeer and detaails of
the contextual eelements thhat are con
nsidered. G
Grey items correspond
d to the iteems not considered foor the
speciific scenariio on whichh they had to work.

F
Figure 15. Knowledge
K
organizatio
on in a tactic
cal view of the
t mission on Figure 4.
4

Figure 15 shhows the knowledgee organizaation of th
he tactical expert, whhich is veery close of
o the
T focus is limited to the giv
ven missionn and
operaator interaccting with the simulaator (the eend-user). The
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leavees all otherr problems at the periphery of hhis focus. The
T expert also introdduces links between leaves
l
of th
he mind m
map to exxpress his strong coompilation
n of the contextual
c
elements (e.g. the item
“percceptions” iis linked to the iteem “Ephem
meris” beccause the useful infformation on weathher or
day/n
night only address thhe question
n of the solldier’s visiion around
d him. Suchh links corrresponds in
i the
conteextual-grapph model to
t establish
h a dependdency betw
ween conteextual elem
ments (a co
ompilationn) and
thus a parallel sstructure.
Figure 16 shhows how the operattional expeert--one off the modellers of thee simulatorr—organizees his
wledge in ddepth for annalyzing what
w the exeecution of an action on
o the simuulator is, not
n for anallyzing
know
what the actioon is on the
t battlefi
field (i.e. oon the sim
mulation). With resppect to th
he operatorr, the
operaational exppert is a « smart novicce ».

Figu
ure 16. Kno
owledge org
ganization in an operattional view of
o the missiion on Figurre 4.

In Figure 17, the experrt map of th
he strategicc expert is more deveeloped thann the tacticcal expert’ss map
becau
use the foccus of this expert
e
is not
n on the rrealization of the task
k at hand, bbut includees the possiibility
to deeal, on thee one handd, with a more
m
deconntextualizeed view off the probllem (i.e. to
o keep in mind
differrent contexxts), and, on the oth
her hand, too rely the specific taask on othher strategiic problem
ms, for
exam
mple, takingg into accoount other potential ttasks that may
m interaact with thee problem at hand. At
A the
limit,, the detaills on the task
t
realizaation are nnot interestting for thee strategic expert. In
n some wayy, the
strateegic expertt prunes at a high leveel to find m
more quickly what thee real focuss is.
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Fiigure 17. Knowledge
K
organization
o
n in a strate
egic view of the missionn on Figure 4.

No
ow if we ccompare thhese expertt maps to tthe Practice Tree rep
presentationns presenteed in Figurre 14,
we caan associatte a series structure
s
with
w a largee number of
o leaves to the novicee view (i.e.. the operattional
experrt and to ssome extennd the straategic expeert), while the paralleel structuree with a sm
mall numbber of
leavees correspoonds to the expert view
w (i.e. the tactical vieew).
Th
he main obbservations based on our
o experieence in the TACTIC project
p
aree the follow
wing:


Experts
E
tennd to creatte contextu
ual graphs with a preedominant parallel sttructure wh
hile novicees are
more
m
pronee to modell their prob
blems by ddeveloping
g contextuaal graphs w
with a predominant series
structure.
s
T
The main reason
r
is th
hat expert reasons on the basiss of their eexperiencee (i.e. strucctured
knowledge)
k
), when noovices assem
mble on thhe fly “atom
mized” kno
owledge pieeces.



The
T qualityy of the tassk-realizatiion model depends directly
d
on the user’s knowledge about thee task
realization,
r
the situattion and th
he local ennvironmentt. A weak user’s expperience im
mplies a naarrow
understandi
u
ing of the problem,
p
while
w
an exxpert does not
n see the problem aas a problem
m.



The
T modeling of the task realization deppends on th
he user’s experience
e
e. The expert thinks in an
organized
o
ns leading to unreal scenarios, and idenntifies
and structtured way,, avoids aassumption
actions
a
thatt can be peerformed in
n parallel. The novice executes actions seequentially
y without paying
attention
a
too the logicc of the taask. The nnovice maay add sub
b-tasks, or change th
he order of
o the
subtasks,
s
w
while the exxpert appliees the geneeral scenario of (1) co
ollecting fiirst contexttual inform
mation
and
a (2) appplying the better
b
strateegy in the pprocedurallized context found.



A user’s reeasoning depends
d
on
n the user’ss experiencce. The ex
xpert has a holistic view
v
of thee task
realization
r
based on his
h experien
nce and disscriminates relevant and
a uselesss knowledg
ge pieces. Thus,
th
he expert makes “coognitive sim
mulation” to look ah
head in thee task reallization. Th
he novice has a
fragmented
f
d view of the
t task reealization aand, thus, has a reacctive reasooning disco
overing thee task
when
w
realizzing it, som
metimes missing
m
som
me details, considerin
ng irrelevaant aspectss or establiishing
no
n links beetween the different steps. Thiss is in linee with Felto
ovitch et aal.’s work on how dooctors
change
c
theiir diagnostic behaviorr as they gaain expertiise [45]

Th
he lesson llearned heere is that the Practiice-Tree viiew is welll adapted for repressenting expperts’
reaso
oning (i.e., resulting in few braanches). Foor examplee, the operaator responnsible of a subway liine in
Pariss manages an incidennt with the train driveer. The opeerator identifies the ccomplete siituation (i.e. the
proceeduralized context) and
a gives the roadm
map for sollving the incident
i
too the train driver (i.ee. the
proceedure to foollow in thiis specific context).
c
T
The combin
nation of th
he contextuual graph and
a the PraacticeTree view offerrs an efficieent support for the traaining of novices.
n
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3.2.3
3. Practice--Tree view
w for group activity

Figure 18 revvisits the modeling
m
of the task ““Manage a unit” conssidered preeviously for illustratinng the
CTIC Appliication. Figgure 18-A is the tree representaation of thee contextuaal-graph leg
gends pressented
TAC
on Fiigure 6 (wiithout the arrows) an
nd Figure 118-B is thee tree repreesentation oof the conttextual grapph on
Figurre 7. The shade legennd “select_
_mission-2”” on Figuree 18-A corrresponds tto the indep
pendent tassk O4
that is discusssed previously. The branches of the contextual elements on Figuree 18-A aree not
a not reprresented).
repreesented for simplifyinng the figurre (and thuus actions are

A

B

Fig
gure 18. The
e tree repre
esentation of
o the task “Manage
“
a uunit”

A CxG repreesentation based on independen
i
nt tasks (Fiigure 18-A
A) is very cclose to thee corresponnding
a
thhe objectiv
ves of the two repressentations differ: the CxG
Practtice-Tree vview (Figurre 18-B), although
repreesentation pproposes a global viisualizationn of the group activity at the tactical lev
vel with all
a the
practtices and thheir interdeependenciees in terms of indepen
ndent task,, while the tree repressentation makes
m
expliicit the detaails of eachh practice in
i a local vvisualizatio
on of the grroup activiity at the op
perational level.
For in
nstance, thhe independdent task O4
O (global view) conttains four practices
p
(llocal view in the recttangle
on Fiigure 18-B
B). This coorresponds to what w
we call a gllocal view [3]. Thus,, we can fo
ollow the group
g
activity at twoo levels, att the tactical level bby followiing group--members’ interactio
ons, and, at
a the
m the detaiils of each interventio
on.
impleementationn level, from
3.3. Glocal
G
vis
sualization
n

Brrézillon et al. [15] deefine the term “glocaal” as an association
a
n of globall and locall standardss. The
glocaal search aassociates a phase of
o superficiial exploraation of a digital sliide for fin
nding a zone of
intereest with a phase of fine-graineed analysiss by zoom
ming on the zone of interest. In
I the FlexxMIm
projeect [3], annatomo-cytoo-patholog
gists follow
w procedu
ures that in
nclude a ggross exam
mination (vvisual
exam
mination off organs), dissection
n and samp
mpling of surgical
s
sp
pecimens aaccording to standarrdized
proto
ocols and thhen a micrroscopic ex
xaminationn of stained
d tissue sections. Theyy also use techniquess such
as im
mmuno-histochemistrry, cytogen
netic and m
molecular biology to
o identify abnormaliities in ceells or
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tissues. They now work from digital slides playing at two different levels by frequent switches between
a low magnification (to identify a zone of interest on the slide) and high magnification (to evaluate
relevant features according to criteria in the zone of interest). Practices are developed for the gross
examination and others for the microscopic examination. The former are relatively standardized (e.g.
systematic exploration of the image), but the latter rely on criteria for making a decision that are
subjectively evaluated and the object of a voting system. The two types of reasoning (global and local
reasoning) have different natures because they are at two different levels. However, “glocal reasoning”
may have another meaning if one considers the local reasoning as a specialization (or
contextualization) of the global reasoning in the specific context. (For example, international
enterprises have a global strategy that is applied locally by an adaptation to local rules.)
In the TACTIC project, the reasoning of the operator is led between a “depth-first” strategy (the
local reasoning) and a “breadth-first” strategy (the global reasoning). The "depth-first" strategy goes to
the finest possible granularity on a line of reasoning in order to identify the current status of a situation
and to anticipate the course of events. It assumes that we know what to do and how to get there
quickly. This strategy allows studying the technical feasibility of an approach as well as the needs in
terms of resources, and, in a second step, gradually expands this approach. Figure 15 shows this type of
reasoning in an expert map. Conversely, the breadth-first strategy is applied when it is necessary to
consider all possible situations first (e.g. to be aware of a unexpected event in another area of the
battlefield). The breadth-first strategy is observed in expert maps of operators evolving at a strategic
decisional level that maintain important contextual elements, even if not directly necessary in the
realization of their tasks. Figures 16 and 17 present two expert maps. For example, "environment" was
considered only as a part of "situation", even if environment is the main source of contextual elements
on the battlefield map. The reason is that the operator considers environment only through what is
needed in the task realization, that is, operational knowledge that is required. The operator thus is
interested by an external event more through its effect on his task rather than by the origin of this
event.
The glocal approach leads to two types of enrichment of the experience base: (1) by addition of a
new independent task (at the global level); and (2) by addition of a new practice in an independent
graph (at the local level). The first type corresponds to learning by accommodation by which the
mental representation of the user is enriched by a new independent task. The second type corresponds
to learning by assimilation in which a new practice is added to an independent task because a more
specific context has been encountered. Compared to an expert, a user may be a novice either by lack of
knowledge on independent tasks to realize (or often on the way to combine these independent tasks) or
by lack of sensitivity of context and specific practices inside an independent task.
With the introduction of the notion of independent task, the graph and tree representations are
similar, with a reduced number of possibilities. For example, the tree representation of the task
“Manage a unit” of a normal contextual graph like on Figure 5 possesses 144 leaves, while the number
of leaves is 23 in the revised formalism on Figure 18-B. Making the simulator explicit in the group
activity allows a clear representation of the effective practices. This implies that even an activity led by
a unique actor will benefit by a representation based on independent tasks.
4. Conclusion

In organizational settings, groups do not work in isolation like groups in a laboratory setting. These
groups need to manage their boundaries and adapt to their organizational environment. As a
consequence, the organization is a contextual variable influencing group behavior [29], and the group
is a contextual variable affecting individual reactions [9]. The organization of an enterprise often is
described in terms of roles and tasks associated with roles. Brézillon et al. [16] pointed out that a
collaborative activity begins by building the shared context in which an element is introduced by an
actor and accepted by the others; that is, integrated more or less directly in their mental representations
© 2018 ISTE OpenScience – Published by ISTE Ltd. London, UK – openscience.fr
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(see [16] for an application on the collaborative construction of an answer to a question). Building a
shared context corresponds to the first step of a collaborative process of decision-making [19]. An
important lesson here is the need to follow a “task-realization oriented” approach rather than a simple
“user-oriented” approach, thanks to making context explicit. In the TACTIC project, we study the
possibility of mapping between the actor’s mental map and the simulator’s “mental map”. The
situation seems relatively simple in battlefield simulation because it was possible, on the one hand, to
help the operator to express their mental model as an expert map, and, on the other hand, to identify the
mental map of the simulator as three databases. However, it is not sure that this will be as
straightforward in other applications (e.g. between human actors).
The set of changes in our initial conceptual framework ensures a logical shift of our paradigm of
Contextual Graphs from the representation of an actor activity to a group activity. Indeed, a group
activity is expressed as the cyclic traversal of the contextual meta-graph in different contexts, while the
realization of a task by an actor corresponded to a unique traversal of the contextual graph for realizing
a whole task. As a consequence, the actor’s viewpoint stays at the level of member activity, as
previously, but now there is the viewpoint of a group as an entity at the level of the contextual metagraph. The notion of activity at the cognitive level is translated in terms of task realization—and not of
task model—with a representation in terms of independent (sub)tasks at the level of each member
activity. Making these two levels explicit brings an explanation to the opposition of the Engineering
viewpoint (a set of discrete contexts) and of the Cognitive viewpoint (a unique evolving context) [14].
Thus, the notion of group activity takes a more operational meaning than the notion of collaborative
work because it relies on a model of task realization and shared context. The notion of shared context
is central of any real operational modeling of a group activity. Such a modeling is possible only in a
formalism that allows a uniform representation of the elements of knowledge, reasoning and contexts.
The contextual-graphs formalism is one of these formalisms. It was limited to a unique actor, but has
been extended for a collaborative-work model.
Other key elements of our approach are the notion of turn mechanism to model interaction during
the deployment of a group activity. Indeed, group-member interaction is expressed as the cyclic
traversal of the contextual meta-graph by reapplying the model of the group activity in different
contexts, which are attached to turns. The working context is attached to the task realization of the turn
at hand and the shared context to the group activity. The CxG formalism allows the representation of
any type of interaction between group members, and even its evolution along the task realization: what
is collaboration at one moment may become cooperation at another one.
We propose a modeling of group activity at two levels. At a conceptual level, group activity is
modeled as a sequence of interactions between the group members that is expressed as a sequence of
turns successively taken in the group-members’ activities, and the shared context is the medium of
group-member interaction. Successively, each member takes the lead of a turn and the group activity
thus corresponds to a sequence of turns that is built dynamically. At the implementation level, a group
activity is represented as a contextual meta-graph composed of members’ activities that are designed as
independent tasks managed by a turn mechanism relying on the shared context.
A group practice is simultaneously built and developed by the dynamic association of task
realization and interaction management. The contextual meta-graph (i.e. the model of the group
practice) is structured by simulation parameters that, first, manage member interactions through the
selection of the temporary manager of the group activity, and, second, build the turn sequence by a
cyclic traversal of the contextual meta-graph and the shared context. Thus, a group activity is
simultaneously built and developed by combining task realization and interaction management.
Although it was not the object of this paper, it appears from this study that the lack of consensus on
the terms of collaboration and cooperation comes from the fact that (1) These terms evolve
dynamically during interaction; (2) A group activity must take into account, upstream, the setup of the
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group activity and, downstream, the use of its results; (3) The type of turn management depends
essentially of the type of group activity; and (4) The shared context plays a central role in a group
activity. To be fully operational, an actor must know the request and the context in which this request
is made. The more the shared context can be developed, the more efficient will be the decision group.
However, the most challenging perspective concerns the introduction of the CxG-based simulation
as a tool for modeling group activity. Indeed, it looks difficult to model group activity without such a
tool, which associates the cyclic traversal of a contextual meta-graph and its shared context, keeping
the focus on the manager’s activity at any moment without loss of the whole picture of the group
activity, thanks to the possibility to associate the context-based evolution of the group activity with the
interaction among the group members for simulating.
The revised CxG formalism was elaborated for modeling group activity (and thus group-member
interactions). However, the revised CxG formalism also can be used for modeling an actor activity.
Based on the notion of independent task and simulation parameter, the revised CxG formalism leads
(1) modeling actor’s activity in terms of independent tasks (becoming the building blocks of the
modeling), (2) introducing the cyclic use of the traversal of the contextual graph, and (3) making
explicit the relationship of the working context in the actor activity. As a consequence, this new
approach naturally allows the introduction of notions such as loop, stop, reasoning revision, etc. in the
modeling actor’s activity, and does not rely on ad hoc functionalities of the representation formalism.
Indeed, the extended formalism can be applied for modeling an actor activity because independent
tasks are not necessarily sequential (see a study applying the CxG formalism for workflow
management in [20]). It is a way to support the structuring of novice’s reasoning in a task realization,
thanks to the TASK_STATUS simulation parameter. The simulation parameters propose (even if
MANAGER is a person) a unique framework for representing the expert’s realization as well as the
novice’s realization of the task. It is thus easier to identify the learning problems of the novice (in the
structure or missing knowledge) and therefore help him to improve hos experience.
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